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1. Introduction 
We consider the Riccati differential equation (RDE) 
j(t) =B21 (t) + &2(t)X(t) - X(t)& 1 (t) - X(t)&2 (W(t), (1.1) 
where X(t) is a real matrix-valued function of size m x n, and B,(t), i, j = 1,2, 
are continuous real matrix-valued functions of suitable sizes on the interval 
[tO, tl]. Motivation for studying this equation originates from many branches 
of applied mathematics such as differential game theory, singularly perturbed 
Systems, optimal control and estimation, to name but a few. In particular, in 
the last two cases, the symmetric Riccati differential equation (SRDE) occurs 
i.e. 
x(t) = -Q(t) - Y(t)X(t) - X(1)A(t) +X(t)P(t)X(t). 
Here X(t) has size n x n, Z’(t) = P’(t) > 0, and Q(t) = QT(t) 2 0. 
(1.2) 
Concerning Eq. (1.2), in the case of time invariant coefficients, and under 
appropriate System theoretic assumptions, a classical result due to Willems 
[l] and extended by Coppel [2] and Shayman [3], Shows that the equilibrium 
solutions tan be put in a one to one correspondence with the invariant subspac- 
es of a certain feedback matrix. The generalization of this result to the nonsym- 
metric case has been given by Medanic in [4] while a recent Survey on the 
equilibrium solutions of the time invariant SRDE is due to KuCera [5]. Pavon 
and D’Alessandro have shown in [6] that there exists a time varying counter- 
part to this characterization. This led to construct families of solutions of 
the general RDE via projective combinations of two known solutions, X,(t) 
and J&(t), i.e. as X(t) = XI (t)n(t) +&(t)(Z - n(t)), where n(t) is a projection 
valued matrix function. These solutions reduce to equilibrium solutions when 
X1 and X, are equilibrium solutions and 17 and Z - Zi’ project onto invariant 
subspaces of two “extreme” feedback matrices as considered in [l]. 
The present Paper has been motivated by the desire of giving an interpretat- 
ion to the above mentioned results of [6] in the setting of the Grassmannian- 
geometric approach to the study of RDE of [7-91. This has also led us to gen- 
eralize the above mentioned results of [6]. Indeed, we shall see that it is possible 
to construct richer families of solutions by considering more than two reference 
solutions. 
The Grassmannian geometric Point of view also leads to recognize that our 
main result (Theorem 2.1) gives the explicit expression of solutions varying on 
the invariant manifolds studied in [7-91. We will discuss this Point in Section 4. 
The results obtained here tan be used in the actual computation of solutions 
of the RDE. They are indeed representation formulas namely formulas that ex- 
press a general Solution of a differential equation in terms of other solutions. In 
this context, they will be compared in Section 5 with the corresponding results 
of Winternitz and coworkers [lO-131. We will not address explicitly here the 
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question of existente solutions on a given interval. However an existente result 
for solutions of the SRDE Eq. (1.2), based on a comparison argument, will be 
given in Theorem 3.3. Conditions for existente of solutions of RDE are given 
for example in [14,15]. The latter results tan be used in conjunction with rep- 
resentation formulas such as the ones presented here in the computation of so- 
lutions. 
2. Projective combinations of solutions of the RDE 
In Order to state our main result, Theorem 2.1, we need to recall some con- 
cepts and notations from the geometric theory of the RDE. We refer the reader 
to the tutorial Paper [9] for further information. 
Let G”( Pm) denote the Grassmannian manifold of the n-dimensional sub- 
spaces of [Wn+m. G; ( Rn+m) is the open and dense subset of G”( [Wnfm) consisting of 
the subspaces of lFm which are complementary to 
0 
span ( > An 
Consider, associated to Eq. (l.l), the following (m + fl) x (m + FZ) matrix val- 
ued function on [tO, ti] 
B(t) - 
B,,(t) B12(t) 
B21(4 B22(t) 
The transition matrix of B(t) is denoted by !PB(t,s). Consider the time varying 
subspace defined by 
= Y,(~,s) span s, t E [hl hl. 
This equation describes the action of the nonsingular linear 
(2.1) 
transformation 
Y,(t,,s), t,s E [tO,ti], on the Grassmannian manifold G”([Wnfm). Concerning 
Eq. (2. l), the following result due to Radon [ 161 is classic. Its proof tan be eas- 
ily obtained by differentiation. 
Radon Lemma ([16]). Let U(t) und V(t) be given by Eq. (2.1) and let U(Q) = I, 
and V(to) =&. Then, the matrix function V(t)U-‘(t), is the solution oj’ 
Eq. (1 .l) with boundary value X(to) = XO. Furthermore, a jinite escape time 
occurs at t = t E [to, tl], ifand only if U(i) is Singular i.e. 
span 
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In the case of the SRDE Eq. (1.2), symmetric solutions are usually consid- 
ered. The corresponding time varying subspaces 
U(t) span V(t) ( ) 
are Lagrangian in [to, tl], i.e. such that 
( UTC4 VT(4 > J U(t) ( 1 V(t) = O, 
for each t E [to, t,], where J is the 2n x 2n matrix 
0 I ( > -1 0 
Consider now Z 3 2 arbitrary solutions of the RDE on [to, t,], say 
X*(r), . . . ,X](t). We shall assume throughout that Xi(t), . . . ,X!(t) are Chosen 
so that they do not have finite escape time on the interval of interest [to, tl]. 
Conditions for solutions not to have finite escape time on a given interval 
are given in [14,15]. Define the feedback matrix associated to each Solution as 
r,(t) A B,1(t) +&z(t)&(t), i = 1,. . .) I, t E [to, tl]. (2.2) 
Next, select 1 subspaces hfi(to), i= l,..., Z, of dimensions nl,n2 ,..., nl, 
respectively, and such that 
A41(to) eiM2(to) G3 ... @M/(h) = w. (2.3) 
We now let these subspaces evolve under the action of the transition matrices 
corresponding to the feedback matrices defined in Eq. (2.2). More specifically, 
if Y,(t,s), t,s E [to,tl], i= l,..., , 1 denote such transition matrices, we set 
kqt) = Y,(t, to)M;(to), i = 1,. . .) 1, t E [to, t,]. (2.4) 
We are now ready to state our main result. 
Theorem 2.1. Consider 1 3 2 solutions ofEq. (1.1) Xi(t), . . . ,&(t) withoutjnite 
escupe time in the interval [to, tl]. Dejine the corresponding feedback matrices 
r,(t) as in Eq. (2.2) und the related trnnsition matrices ‘Pr, (t,s), i = 1,. , 1. 
Consider 1 3 2, time varying subspaces Mi(t), i = 1,. , 1, t E [to, tl], such that 
Eq. (2.3) and Eq. (2.4) hold. Assume that 
M,(t) e&(t) $...@Mt(t) = R”, (2.5) 
for each t E [to, t,]. DeJine D,(t), i = 1, . , 1 the projection onto M,(t) along 
M1 (t) @ . . . CB Mi-1 CE Mi,l CB ’ . . CE Mf(t). 
Dejne 
X(t) A -&(t)*,(t). (2.6) 
I-I 
Then, X(t) satis$es Eq. (1.1). 
Proof. Using the Radon Lemma. we establish on [to. tt] a correspondence 
between the solutions, X,(f). . X,(t), and 1, n-dimensional. time varying. 
subspaces of ~‘7c”‘, complementary to 
0 
span 
( ) 1 % IJ, 
i.e. varying on G;;(R”-“‘): 
X,(r) S span 
Q(t) 
i ) J?(t) ’ 
i= 1. . . . . 1. te [t,,.,r]. 
Here K(I). u,(t). i = 1.. ,1. are. respectively. IIZ x 17 and II x II matrix-valued 
functions dehned on [to. t,], the latter being, at any time. nonsingular. Then, 
consider a set of disjoint subspaces in P”‘. 
of dimensions n,, i = 1.. . , 1. with the property that n, + M, + + 11, = II. We 
have that 
span( z((f::;) fIspan(Iy,) -- (0). 
and, without loss of generality, we assume 
c: (t(i) ( 1 K(h) 
of dimensions (m + n) x n,. Therefore span !Y,(to)=M,(to) is an n,-dimensional 
subspace in [w”, for i = 1.. . I, and Eq. (2.3) holds. The n x 17, matrices 
u,(t), defined by 
u,(t) := ‘vr,(t.to)u,(to), i = 1.. < 1. t E [to.tj]. (2.7) 
give bases for the subspaces M1(t) defined in Eq. (2.4). In Order to prove the 
Claim, we prove that 
(&&) = (1i:):l Z:r) (xG&). 
(2.81 
for any i = 1, ~ 1. The computations here are as in [ 171. Differentiating (2.7), 
we get 
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G(l) = ri(t)ui(t) - (Bll(t) +B12(t)lY2(t))G((t)) (2.9) 
which is the first one of Eq. (2.8). Furthermore, using Eq. (2.9) and the expres- 
sion of K(t) given by Eq. (1. l), we get 
$a(t)s(t)) =lu,(t)Ill(t) +Nt)ii,(t) = (B,,(t) 
+ B22(t)Xl(t) -Xi(t)BII Ct) -xi(t)B12(t)Xl(t))UI(t) 
+x,(t)(4,(t) +&2(wi(t))U2(t) 
= B21(4Ui(t) +~22(W(4Ul(Qr 
which is the second one of Eq. (2.8). Using the Radon Lemma, we have that 
X(t) - (X,(t)&(t) . . . &(t)UI(t))(Ul(f) . . . U(W 
is a Solution of Eq. (1. l), where the inverse exists because of the hypothesis 
(2.5). We write this as 
where n,(t)-(0 . . 0 Ul(t) 0 . 0) (Ul(t)U2(t) . . . Ul(t))-‘, such that in the 
first matrix all the entries are zero except for the columns from 
1z1 + n2 + + ni_1 + 1 to 1t1 + 122 + . . . + ni, which are given by Ul(t). It only 
remains to observe that n,(t) is the projection onto Mi(t) along 
Mi (t) @ . . . ~Mi~l(t)$~+,(t)$...~Ml(t), i= l,..., Z, tE [to,ti]. 0 
From the proof of Theorem 2.1, it is clear why projection-valued matrices 
appear in the characterization of solutions of the RDE via other solutions, 
such as the ones considered in [l-6]. This fact only depends on the Riccati na- 
ture of the equation. 
Concerning the hypothesis (2.5) we notice that, from Eqs. (2.3) and (2.4) 
and by continuity, this is verified for tl sufficiently close to to. Moreover, we 
have, from the proof of the theorem, that condition (2.5) is not verified at 
t = t if and only if the Solution corresponding to the initial condition X(t,) with 
X(t) in Eq. (2.6) has a finite escape time at t = T In Section 3 we shall give, for 
the symmetric case, a criterion on the choice of the reference solutions 
Xi(t), . . . ,&(t) so that hypothesis (2.5) is verified. 
We state separately below the result for the equilibrium solutions of the 
time invariant RDE Eq. (1.1). It tan be seen as a generalization of the results 
in [l-5]. In particular, note that no restrictions are placed on the 1 > 2 
reference equilibrium solutions. 
Corollary 2.2. Consider the time invariant RDE. Assume that X(t) is given by 
Eq. (2.6), with Xi(t) = Xi, i = 1, . . . , 1, equilibrium solutions. Zf ZZj(to) projects 
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onto an invariant subspace of the feedback matrix Ti 4 BI 1 + B12Xi, i = 1~ . 1 1. 
then Eq. (2.6) is an equilibrium solution of the RDE. 
Proof. In the case under consideration, the transition matrices in Eq. (2.4) are 
exponentials. Hence, M;(t) = Mi(to), i = l!. . ,I: t 3 to, if and only if the 
subspaces M,(to) are invariant with respect to r,, i = 1, . . , 1. In this case n;(t) 
is constant, i = 1,. . , Z, and X(t), given by Eq. (2.6), is an equilibrium 
solution. 0 
We conclude the section addressing the following question: What is the set 
of solutions characterized by Eq. (2.6)? Obviously, not all the solutions of the 
RDE tan be generated in this way (consider e.g. the scalar case where the only 
projection matrices are “0” and “1”). Theorem 2.1 Singles out afamily of tra- 
jectories depending on the reference solutions. In particular, there exists a cor- 
respondence between the I-tuples of subspaces of iw”, Mj(to), i = 1, . . f, such 
that Eq. (2.3) holds, and the solutions characterized by Theorem 2.1. We state 
a sufficient condition for this correspondence to be one to one. 
Theorem 2.3. Let A,(t) 1 Xi(t) -X_(t), i, j = 1,. . .l. Consider the ml x nl 
block matrix A(t) - {A,(t)}. If A(to) admits a left inverse, then there exists a 
one to one correspondence between the 1-tuples of subspaces in Eq. (2.3) and the 
solutions (2.6) characterized in Theorem 2.1. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.1 a Solution of the RDE corresponds to each I-tuples 
of subspaces in Eq. (2.3). Conversely, assume that the same Solution 
corresponds to two different l-tuples of subspaces, say A4; (to)? M12(to). 
i = 1.. , 1. In this case, if Il!(to), IZf(to), i = 1.. ~ 1. project onto 
M: (to) , A4f (to), respectively, we have 
&t,,)nl(t,,) = Cx,(t,)ni(t,,). 
i=l Zl 
For any j = 1. . . , 1, we write Eq. (2.10) as 
(2.10) 
EX<lO)ni (tO) + xj(tO) 1 - Cn: (to) 
,=, ( 1 ,= , <Ti “, 
This tan be written as 
CA,(t~)(D~(to) - ZTr(to)) = 0, j = 1:. ,l. 
1=I 
which, by our hypothesis on A(to), gives IT; (to) - IZf (to) = 0, i = 1, . 1. 0 
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The above theorem requires, in particular, m 3 n. Moreover, if m = n, and if 
we consider symmetric initial conditions, d (tO) is a Square skew-symmetric ma- 
trix. It is well known that, if the dimension is odd, the determinant of such ma- 
trices vanishes. Therefore, in this case, the condition of the theorem also 
implies that ml = nl must be even. 
3. The symmetric case 
In the case of the SRDE (1.2) symmetric solutions are usually considered. 
This corresponds to the initial value of Eq. (1.2) being a symmetric matrix. 
This is equivalent, from the Radon Lemma, to the initial value of Eq. (2.1) 
to span a Lagrangian subspace complementary to 
0 
0 
span 
4 
Theorem 3.1 gives conditions under which the solutions characterized by The- 
orem 2.1 are symmetric. 
Theorem 3.1. Consider the solutions (2.6) characterized in Theorem 2.1. Assume 
that the reference solutions Xi(t), i = 1, . . , 1, are Symmetrie. The solutions (2.6) 
are also Symmetrie if and only if the subspaces Mi(to), i = 1, . . . , 1, satisfy the 
following condition 
M;(to) C (Ll;j(tfJ)M,(to))‘, i = 1,. . ,l - 1, j = i + 1,. : 1, (3.1) 
with d,(to) - Xi(to) - X,(to). 
Proof. From the proof of Theorem 2.1, the symmetry of the solutions (2.6) is 
equivalent to the fact that the subspace spanned by 
( 
Q(to) . . u, (to) 
Jf,(to)G(to) . JG(to)~/(to) 1 
is Lagrangian i.e. 
11 11 
Wto) Wto)& (to) 
( ) 
0 I 
-1 0 
qqto) q%)&(to) 
U,(to) Udto) 
X = 0. 
X,(to)W(fo) . . . &(to)ul(to) 
X!.IlmLI L4 x II( 1 - 1) 
ayl Ekyn ‘passaldxa aq um (s’E) ‘63 30 Apis pmy-v&~ ayl KI! ums ayL 
‘1 = [ ~JIM (P’E) ‘62 @Sn ‘pur? 
aAr?y aM 
~U!M~II~J ayl paau ~LJ am ‘lr?yl op 04 laplo UI mogn~os ama.ra3al ayl30 suual 
u! ua@ aq um ‘pay!.taA aq 01 (s’z) s!saylodLy .103 Alluapzynba JO auy admsa 
ai!uy I! ahzy 0~ $0~ (97) suognlos ayl103 uo~~~puo~ B ‘ast?3 3yaumiCs ayl ul 
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. . . . . . 
. . . . . . 
in the form 
X -X, = nTÄn. (3.6) 
Using Eq. (3.4), we have, for any pair i, j = 1,. . . , Z, 
IlTAlin; = ZZ,T(Ali - Aii)IIi = Ii’~Al~IIi. 
Therefore, in the sum in Eq. (3.5), we tan replace, Il~Alil7i with L’~Al~l7i. If we 
do this for every j < i, this corresponds to replacing in Eq. (3.6) the matrix Ä 
with the (1- 1) n x (I - l)n matrix 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . 
Therefore, we have 
Xi -X = nTÄn. 
The Claim follows from the fact that Ä is nonnegative definite. This tan be 
verified, for instance, noticing that 
Ä = TTA’T, 
with the (Z - 1)” x (I - l)n matrices T and A’ defined by 
II...I 
oz...z 
001. .I 
. . . . 
. . . . . . 
0 . . 0 0 I 
and 
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x= 
respectively. 
) A,3-A,2 0 0 
0 0 . 0 
. 
1 0 Ai,-A,(,_,, 
Al2 00.. 0 
0 A23 0 . 0 1 3 0, . . . . 0 . 0 A,,_,,/ 
The proof of the inequality X > X, is completely analogous. 0 
Theorem 3.3. If; for a symmetric solution (2.6), the rejkrence solutions arc 
Chosen without jinite escape time and with the requirement Eq. (3.2), then the 
Solution (2.8) haue nofinite escape time in [to, t,] (equivalently hypothesis (2.5) 
is verljied). 
Proof. From Lemma 3.2, Eq. (3.3) holds. From the comparison principle of the 
SRDE (see e.g. [18]), we have that 
for each t E [to, t,]. Therefore, since XI(t) and X,(t) have been Chosen so that 
they do not have finite escape time in [to, tl], X(t) has not finite escape time 
on the same interval. 0 
4. Invariant manifolds 
In the study of the Phase Portrait of the time invariant RDE using the geo- 
metric approach, a major role is played by invariant manifolds (tori), whose 
existente was first described by Hermann and Martin [7], and then studied in 
depth by Shayman in [8,9]. Solutions varying on these manifolds include, as 
special cases, equilibrium Points, periodic and almost periodic trajectories. 
Moreover, all the solutions converge to these manifolds. 
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For the SRDE, under the hypothesis of the existente of two extreme equi- 
librium solutions X+,X_ [19], it was already recognized in [9] that trajectories 
on invariant manifolds tan be expressed by 
X(t) =XJ(t) +X_(z - n(t)). 
where n(t) projects onto a subspace M along (d--M)‘, with d+_ A X+ -X_. 
Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 generalize the above formula to different pairs or I-tuples 
of solutions, and show how to calculate, in practice, the subspace M. Further- 
more, since in the above Situation we have X+ 3 X_, the existente result for 
such trajectories is a straightforward consequence of Theorem 3.3. 
In the asymmetric case the Situation is more complicated. It is still true that 
all the trajectories converge to invariant manifolds. However, to the best of the 
author’s knowledge, there are so far no available conditions, specific for trajec- 
tories varying on these manifolds, not to present a finite escape time (see [4,8])). 
This is one of the major drawbacks of the theory of the RDE. However, we 
may assume that there exist 1 3 2 equilibrium solutions X,, . . . ,X, and that +fEl 
I 
span *, = ( > n+m w . 
Roughly speaking, this assumption corresponds to the existente of the ext- 
remal equilibrium solutions X+ and X of the SRDE. In this Situation, we have 
that trajectories varying on invariant manifolds tan be still expressed by 
Eq. (2.6), and Theorem 2.1 provides their explicit calculation. 
5. Comparison with the results of Winternitz 
In [lO-131 Winternitz and coauthors express the general Solution of the 
RDE, in terms of a certain number of given ones. A group theoretic argument 
is developed in Order to show that all the solutions of the RDE (in the Square 
case m = n) tan be obtained by one, two, three, five reference solutions and the 
integration of, respectively, three, two, one, none, linear differential equations. 
In [12], if additional differential equations have to be integrated, formulas ex- 
pressing the general Solution are called representation formulas otherwise they 
are called superposition formuhs. In [13], the more general rectangular case is 
considered, although a restriction on the dimension is placed. In particular, 
it must be m = rn, where r is a positive integer. Our formula here only allows 
the computation of a family of solutions, depending on the reference solutions. 
It is a representation formula which involves the integration of a number of lin- 
ear differential equations equal to that of the reference solutions. Its applica- 
tion is conditioned by the possibility of performing a decomposition such as 
in Eq. (2.6). It is otherwise very general. It does not require the Riccati equa- 
tion to satisfy any requirement on its dimension. Furthermore, if the reference 
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solutions are Chosen opportunely, it is valid for each t E [to, tl], and the singu- 
larity only depends on the characterized Solution. Finally, it is particularly sim- 
ple, and therefore its application tan result in computational savings. 
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